Intracameral air following pneumatic noncontact tonometry in a recently post–perforating keratoplasty patient
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Purpose: The purpose of this report is to highlight the potential risk of noncontact tonometry after routine uncomplicated penetrating keratoplasty (PK).

Case report: After uncomplicated PK for keratoconus, routine noncontact tonometry was performed on the second postoperative day. In spite of the adequately closed wound and the tight suture, temporary wound dehiscence occurred, and two-thirds of the anterior chamber was occupied by air. The running suture remained intact, and the Seidel test was negative. One week postoperatively, the patient’s corrected distance visual acuity was 0.4 (0.4 logMAR), and the air bubble had absorbed.

Conclusion: This is the first report to conclude that noncontact tonometry may not be sufficiently safe in the early postoperative period in normal PK cases. To prevent possible wound opening, we suggest the use of other tonometry methods during the first several months after PK.
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Introduction
As the noncontact tonometer (NCT) does not come into contact with the eye, possible complications associated with direct contact with the ocular surface, such as abrasion, the transmission of infectious agents, or chemical injuries, are less likely. Mainly minor complications have been reported following use of the NCT, but there have also been rare major complications, such as the opening of a corneal wound.1–3 Altogether, five cases of corneal perforations have been reported, two of them involving postkeratoplasty eyes, with different postoperative pathologies.2,3 In contrast, the case we present here occurred after a normal penetrating keratoplasty (PK) with no intra- or postoperative complications. Following routine noncontact tonometry, the corneal wound temporarily opened, and two-thirds of the anterior chamber was occupied by air, but the running suture remained intact. After the absorption of the air bubble from the anterior chamber, the visual acuity improved rapidly and, other than close monitoring, the patient did not need any further intervention.

Case report
A 42-year-old man had undergone PK for keratoconus in the right eye. A 7.25 mm graft was sutured, with a 10-0 nylon running suture, into the 7.00 mm host bed. The epithelium of the graft was removed at the end of the surgery. The first postoperative day was as usual after PK; the patient had a foreign body sensation, with epiphora and photophobia. Slit lamp examination revealed a transparent graft in niveau, free of epithelium and with Descemet’s striae. The wound was closed, the running suture
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seemed tight enough, and the anterior chamber was deep and clear. The visual acuity was 0.04 (1.4 logMAR) with no correction. On the second postoperative day, routine tonometry was performed, by the assistant, on the operated eye. The intraocular pressure (IOP) was measured with an NCT (CT-80 Non-Contact Computerized Tonometer; Topcon Corp, Tokyo, Japan); the automatic measurement setting was used, and the measuring range was set in the initial range: 0–30 mmHg. This instrument uses nonsterile air for the measurement. Direct contact with the eye was impossible because the triple safety function of the instrument was in operation. Immediately after the procedure, the patient felt a sharp pain, experienced a deterioration of his visual acuity, and an error signal was indicated on the display. Slit lamp examination revealed that the anterior chamber was well formed, but was two-thirds filled with air. The running suture appeared intact, and no anterior displacement of the wound or anterior wound gap could be observed. A slight stromal haze was noted in the superior part of the graft; the Seidel test was negative. For this reason, we decided on no intervention but simply, close observation of the patient. On the third postoperative day, the air bubble still occupied one-half of the chamber, and the eye remained sensitive. Four days after surgery, the anterior chamber was only one-quarter filled with the air bubble (Figure 1), and the photophobia had improved considerably. The visual acuity was 0.1 (1.0 logMAR), with no correction. At the 1-week control, the patient was practically free of complaints. His visual acuity was 0.25 (0.6 logMAR), improving to 0.4 (0.4 logMAR) with a +1.0 diopter sphere, and a slit lamp biomicroscopy evaluation revealed a clear cornea with Descemet’s striae, a clear anterior chamber, and a completely healed epithelium. One month postoperatively, the uncorrected distant visual acuity had gained to 1.0 (0.0 logMAR), the corneal astigmatism was 2.5 diopters, and the graft was clear. In the following 1 year, the status of the patient remained practically the same. He was treated with topical antibiotics (levofloxacin 0.5%) for 1 week, and steroid (dexamethasone 0.1%) five times a day in the first week, with the steroid drops (dexamethasone 0.1%) tapering off during the first year.

Discussion

The NCT is based on the same principle as Goldmann applanation tonometry (GAT). The IOP is equal to the pressure needed to flatten a portion of the cornea according to the Imbert–Fick law. An air column from a pneumatic system flattens a circular area 3.0 mm in diameter at the center of the cornea, and a light sensor perceives the light reflected from the cornea. The time interval required for the air pulse to flatten the cornea is converted to IOP.

The NCT is widely used for the measurement of IOP after different forms of eye surgery, including the early postoperative period. Mainly minor complications have been reported in association with noncontact tonometry, including superficial epithelial staining, patient discomfort, and microaerosol formation during the measurement. More seldom, the NCT may also cause major complications, such as posterior vitreous and retinal detachment. A survey of the literature for problems associated with the use of the NCT after PK reveals only cases where opening of the eyeball occurred at a predilection point. Kim and Kim described the perforation of a graft that was extremely thin centrally, as well as another PK case where the suture was probably loose before the measurement of the IOP. Katz et al reported a PK case with ongoing transplantation rejection, 18 months after the operation; they presumed that the scar at the graft–host interface was adequate. In my opinion, during the corneal transplantation rejection process, the wound can loosen and become a weak point. The case reported by Katz et al had an unfavorable outcome because the rejection process progressed to total graft failure. In our case, there was no sign of wound dehiscence, and the running suture appeared tight enough; nevertheless, wound opening took place after the use of the NCT. Although our case had a favorable outcome, such insults of the eye could possibly lead to much more severe consequences.

NCT is a fast and easy way to measure the IOP after PK, but in certain cases, it can cause wound dehiscence in the postoperative period. To prevent possible wound opening,
we suggest the use of other tonometry methods during the first several months after PK.
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